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he Sony lot sure is one impre s s i v e
place. Walking past soundstages and
o ffice building bungalows you can’t
help but feel a bit of the movie business
running through your veins. Crews are
filming all around you: gaffers, grips, production assistants and executives of all
flavors are running this way or that on
cell phones or walkies. It’s a hustle and
bustle environment and your adrenaline
jolts when you realize you’re somehow a
part of this exciting epicenter of filmmaking – just by being on the lot.
“It can be a really intimidating place for
people to audition. Movie posters and
advertisements the size of buildings,
working crews, and recognizable actors
roaming around… lots of people not
talking to you? Yeah, I feel bad for
them,” says Dee Dee Ricketts referring
to those actors she’s had come to audition for her while working out of her temporary office here.
Dee Dee is the casting diva who re c e n tly wrapped Lords Of Dogtown out of
this, her temporary office space, and
the place is actually quite inviting and
warm – and decidedly organized and
put together for a place that is not a
permanent homebase. Photos adorn
the walls: staff, friends, stars, and backg round actors chosen for specific
parts in Dogtown and her other recent
project Skeleton Key. Two walls are cove red with wipe board calendars – one
for each movie she’s currently casting,
where each day is meticulously
mapped out by the number of backg round actors that will be needed on
each day.

“It helps to visualize. And with so many
extras being fitted because they’re period pieces, I can quickly see what day
they work or if a day has been pushed,”
explains Dee Dee referring to her
reliance on these calendars to guide
her through her casting.
Dee Dee is an army of one today and
we share a laugh as we try to get words
in edgewise since the phone just won’t
stop ringing. She explains that she has
been “off - c o ffee” until today, and by
the looks – well, sounds of that ringing
phone – it looks like today she’ll need it.
“This is really stupid busy too,” she says
incredulously.
She takes a moment to retrieve her messages that have piled up since we’ve
begun our interview and this act in and
of itself presents itself as a process we
can further chuckle about. “I’m stuck
with studio voicemail,” she off e r s …
which means she can’t fast forward
through messages or delete them until
she’s listened to the entirety of each
message. So we sit and we listen –
together – hoping that the one call she
has been waiting for will play through on
the speaker phone.
Despite today’s scenario, Dee Dee is
always very pleasant and patient with
all who call, re g a rdless if it’s production
or background. “I treat everyone with
respect and how I want to be treated. I
don’t mind the call, I really don’t. I’m so
thankful that people want to work for
me as extras,” she explains.
Dee Dee takes up part-time residence
in West Hollywood and is curre n t l y
ensconced in the arduous process of

buying a house during her busiest casting spree in recent years. Although Dee
Dee looks to settle here, she is originally
f rom Seattle, Washington. And there ,
she tells me, is “where it all began.”
She got a BA in acting and specialized
in improvisational sketch comedy. She
taught theatre and improv after graduation, and then a small independent
film came to town. That is the day Dee
Dee’s life took a turn she wasn’t anticipating. “They had come to see one of
our shows, then they cast all of us in it. It
was called D a re Dre a m e r. I don’t know
if anyone ever saw it, but I got to know
all the crew and it was when I started to
realize I was more interested in things on
that side of the camera,” Dee Dee
offers.
A few other gigs followed including a
P roduction Assistant’s stint on a TVMovie starring Gena Rowlands (who
happens to be one of the stars in Dee
Dee’s current Skeleton Key project),
“and I really started to see how diff e rent
acting for cameras was. Acting on film is
different than the stage. Just diff e rent.
Theatre is instant gratification,” explains
Dee Dee.
“What about film?” I ask.
She ponders for a moment. She wants
the perfect word. “Stressful,” she conj u res with a chuckle. “You have a hundred guys standing around in tool belts
and these guys have spent so much
time preparing for this actor’s moment,
or background actor’s, and the actors
come in and they do it and ‘boom’
t h e y ’ re done.”

Training Day The Big Bounce The Waterboy Tears of the Sun Hardball

The Village Hard Ball Without Limits Ready To Rumble Varsity Blues Bedazzled
Titanic Skeleton Key Any Given Sunday Lords of Dogtown ThreeKings
8Mile J a r head Thirteen The Hand That Rocks The Cradle
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Dee Dee landed another PA job on The
Hunt For Red October and got to know
the Special Effects crew really well. It
was after this experience where she
began to fully realize that there were so
many diff e rent facets of filmmaking –
and that many of them interested her.
“But,” she admits, “I had to make a
decision between film and theatre and
t h e a t re was giving me a steady income.
So I went to Japan and taught English
for a year...” she trails off laughing.
Huh?
“I guess I wasn’t ready to make that kind
of permanent decision. Theatre? Film?
T h e a t re? Film? Which one? So I traveled
and I taught… but, hey, I used my
i m p rov skills in the classroom to teach,”
she says.

After Japan she ‘decided’ if she wanted to teach she needed to go for her
Masters, but then her dreams crept up
on her. She couldn’t lock the notion
away: if she really wanted to give film a
try she would have to do it now. There
was no more putting it on the back
burner. “Someday, someday, someday.
Well, that someday was now,” she
remembers thinking when she needed
the courage to ‘just do it.’
“I still do improv. I drop in on groups I
know when I’m on location. It’s freeing
and fun,” she explains, “sometimes I miss

“... just like

background actors,

even

Casting Directors
can be
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typecast.”

that, but I do love what I do. I just
think my theatre backgro u n d
helps my job now.” Dee Dee
stresses that she is not a bitter
actor who has turned to casting,
because “yes,” she says, “I
know many.”
Without any coaxing or pro dding from me she picks up a
copy of “EXTRA” WORK for
Brain Surg e o n s® to retrieve a
phone number. Right now
she’s looking for a Gena
Rowlands look-a-like for
Skeleton Key.
“They need to make a cast
of her body and face,” Dee
Dee pauses, to reveal
the odd scenario,
“and right now we have a face.
We just need body.” It seems they
found a woman whose face
looked enough like Rowlands,
but her body-type wasn’t quite
the match the production needed. So Dee Dee calls out for
assistance: services, friends,
contacts in the industry. One
phone call made to the biggest
Calling Service in town renders
no results. Zero. “I find it very
d i fficult to believe they can’t
find a single Gena Rowlands.
They have all those people
and not one? They’re taking
money from productions on
one end, taking money from
extras on the other, but who
are they really serving when
they ‘can’t find’ the talent?
T h e y ’ re just serving themselves.”
So the search continues... just like that
phone. “When I’m on a job, or bidding
a job, the production gets my full attention. I go to all the resources that are
available to me. I never limit myself,”
says Dee Dee still annoyed with the
afore - re f e renced service’s inability to
be of ‘service’ to her.

mockumentary of sorts that Hardwicke
wanted to shoot for the Kings’ crew entitled T h ree Queens. Nearly the entire
c rew partook in bit parts and it was
shown at the ‘real’ film’s wrap party.
A couple of years later the now-critically-acclaimed Thirteen came about and
H a rdwicke called Dee Dee to ask if
she’d be interested in doing the extras
casting. Dee Dee smiles remembering,
“I knew nobody was going to get rich
o ff it, but... I said ‘yes.’” Hardwicke wrote
the script, sent it to Dee Dee and the
next thing Dee Dee knew she was on a
plane from New York to Los Angeles to
take care of extras casting. “They told
me, ‘Oh, Dee Dee, it will be really, really
small, we have no money,’ then they
turn around and tell me they want 685
people,” she recalls with a sardonic
smile.
H a rdwicke’s next film and Dee Dee’s
current project, Lords Of Dogtown,
t h rew unexpectedly huge days at Dee
Dee too. “One week began on
Monday
with
235
backgro u n d
needed… okay, big, but not bad,” she

“I only do one project at a time. I
think it’s only fair. I’m hired to do
that job, I’m one person, it’s one
job. Once the project is rolling
and in good shape, then
maybe I’ll consider the next
one, which is what happened
with Skeleton Key…” since
t h e re will only be two overlapping weeks between Key and
Dee Dee’s other movie of the
moment, Lords Of Dogtown.
Dogtown is directed by
Catherine Hardwicke, whom
Dee Dee met on the set
of Three Kings w h e re
Hardwicke was a pro d u ction designer. They became
fast friends, and Dee Dee
agreed to cast actors for a
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“If people make it to
an open call, they
are my first calls.
Always. I honor

that. They came to
, I’m going
to give the director
the people who want
to be a
of

see me

part

”

[his or her] film...

thought, then it ballooned to a monstrous 685 with an almost total recall of
675 for the following day at a skate park
in… Long Beach. So rather than panic
about the sheer number of background
actors needed or the location a tad too
far for many LA-based backgrounders,
Dee Dee walked into skate clubs with
Dogtown skater legend Tony Alva by
her side (which she assimilates to walking into hip-hop clubs with Eminem.
“And,” she says with a knowing laugh,

“I’ve done both.”). Wi t h
Alva at her side, Dee
Dee and her casting
cohorts lured hundreds
of people (many reallife skaters) to the
Long Beach set. She
also reveals that she
did rely on services:
“those that were
accommodating.”
Dee Dee re m e mbers the crew on
her first film, The
Hand That Rocks
The Cradle, to be
more than accommodating.
She
recalls
director
Curtis Hanson with
true admiration:
“Curtis Hanson
spoiled
me.
I
really
got
excited about
extras casting.
I thought every
director would take such care, but they
don’t. Curtis was very aware of the
entire picture. It was an amazing learning experience.”
“If I get a good director, I think I’m better. I’m more hands on and it’s not
about just getting warm bodies on set,
but the right
look,” explains
Dee Dee. She
tells me about
how she and
other
department heads on
Cradle would
meet up and
watch films that
Hanson felt passionate about.
“He wanted us
to all be on the
same
page
artistically.
It
was bonding
and I think it
made such a
diff e rence on
the scre e n , ”
she recalls.
For instance,
film aficionados, did you
realize
that
all the actors
and
extras
used
in
Cradle w e re
picturepicked, specific to the
two
main
characters?
H e re’s a little
exercise:
Think about

the film and its two leading ladies
Rebecca DeMornay and Annabella
Sciorra. The actors and background
cast in scenes with the film’s heroine
(Sciorra) were friendly, round, warm looking people, with more relaxed,
colorful clothing. When DeMornay’s
villainous character was on screen, the
actors cast around here were very
s e v e re-looking, pointed, sharp, and
usually pale. This was not a happy accident, but a very important part of Dee
Dee’s job as requested by the director
of the film to create the “whole picture . ”
Even if audiences are not consciously
a w a re of it, the surrounding details are
c reating part of the overall theme and
having a distinct effect on how each
scene, and in fact, the whole film looks
and feels.
Some of her other beginnings include
assisting with local principal casting in
O regon for the TV show Northern
Exposure. “This is where I learned all
about SAG contracts, auditions, and
dealing with agents,” she says with a
pointed groan at ‘agents’ (more about
that species later).
“I did some casting for Assassins and
Sleepless in Seattle up there, but a lot of
the work started going even further
north to Canada because the price
was right,” she remembers, “as this kept
happening, I started to see the light at
the end of the tunnel. I knew I was going
to have to move to LA to really have this
happen.”
The irony lies in the fact that when she
did eventually move to LA to begin
casting, her first job sent her on location
to Eugene Oregon and her belongings
into LA storage. “That film was Without
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Dee Dee holds an Open Call for
every project she’s working on so
she always has “new, fresh
faces.” She does admit to being
a ‘pack-rat,’ however, because
t h e re are boxes of extras registration cards filed away all
around us. She laughs, “I know.
I don’t ever throw anything
away... well hardly ever. I hold
on to things for about a year
or more.”

Limits, then came Titanic in Mexico. I
didn’t really live anywhere for a while,”
she says recognizing the irony.

6

Dee Dee also firmly believes
in free registration: “I really
don’t see a need to charg e
people because there is no
overhead for me since I
generally work in the studio.
Plus, I would feel an obligation to find [people who
register] work, but my obligation has to be to the
producers and the dire ctor of the movie I’m working on. It just makes sense.
I don’t want to promise something [to
background actors] I’m not sure I can
give.”

Unfortunately, the bad buzz surrounding
Titanic before its release tarnished her
then-budding casting care e r. “I met
great people and made amazing contacts, but I remember interviewing to do
the background for the first Scream
movie and everything was going great
until we brought up Ti t a n i c, then they
said, ‘oh no, you’re cursed,” Dee Dee
recalls.

She also takes a location approach to
casting re g a rdless of where she is even
if it’s in or around LA. “I go to where we
are shooting. Alta Dena and Long
Beach for D o g t o w n, so I get local people who are close and don’t mind the
drive.” Had she simply relied on her
casting files, she’s not sure she would
have met her numbers because she
believes there is less accountability with
someone who registered two months,
six months, or a year ago.

Unlike the ship that sinks in the film, both
Dee Dee and the movie buoyed out of
the cursed waters and set sail to a flourishing casting career and astounding
box office receipts respectively.

“If people make it to an open call, they
are my first calls. Always. I honor that.
They came to see me, I’m going to give
the director the people who want to be
a part of [his or her] film,” says Dee Dee.
Another phone
call comes in she
knows she needs
to
take.
The
Skeleton Key folks
are looking for a
mortuary worker
who can act as a
technical advisor
on the film. Well,
as chance has it,
Dee Dee has
already booked
a
background
actor as a mortuary worker who
also happens to
b e…you guessed
it… a real-life
mortuary worker.
And this lucky guy
will get both gigs
(and both paychecks) as long
as the producers
a g ree that they

“You don’t have to

be a supermodel,
be you. All types are
Be your
type. That’s
than
pretending to be
something or someone
.

needed.
more
interesting
else ”

won’t need one on-camera and one
o ff-camera to make the scene work its
best.
How’d she find a real mortuary worker
who wanted to do background work?
“It’s just one of those stupid things I
remember,” says Dee Dee, “his wife
worked on Dogtown and she wanted to
get her husband on, but he worked
part-time at a mortuary...and couldn’t
make the days I could use him. But
when Skeleton Key called… well, it all
just clicked.”

Dee Dee clearly ‘clicks’ with people on
set as well since keeping connected is
how Dee Dee generally lands all her
gigs. She met one of the producers of
Skeleton Key while casting background
on Any Given Sunday, and its AD was
on Big Bounce which Dee Dee did on
location in Hawaii.
“I spent a year of my life in Hawaii. It’s
hilarious that I happened to be there a
whole year. God, strike me down, but I
got tired of Hawaii.” We share a laugh.
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“Being on set always
increases your
chances for

upgrades, speaking roles ... you never

typecast. For a while Dee Dee
was the self-proclaimed “go-to
ghetto girl” who cast an assortment of thugs, druggies, crack
users, and prostitutes. “I just did
H a rdball, 8 Mile, Training Day, all
in a row, all inner-city, real hardc o re stuff,” she says, “and I needed something different.”

know. Plus you keep
your
You learn something.

That ‘different’ came in the form
of her “favorite project to date” -The Vi l l a g e. It came at just the
right time for Dee Dee, too, who
had to pass on David O’Russell’s I
Heart Huckabees because she was
committed to Why Men Shouldn’t
Marry -- which got pushed twice
and then put indefinitely on hold.

“You can only snorkel so much, go to
the beach so much...” I stare at her
i n c redulously and she continues to
laugh, “I know it sounds horrible, but it’s
true.” Her explanation is that they shot
“in a small town on a small island with little to do.”

“Going into it, I was really nervous. A
p roducer I worked with on Titanic
b rought me into The Village. The
same people have always worked on
each of [M. Night Shyamalan’s] films. I
was new the new gal in town. I was
coming into a club and I really had to
p rove myself,” Dee Dee attests.

chops up.
”

Her back-to-back Hawaiian stints were
Tears Of The Sun and Big Bounce. “We
were inundated with surfers in a small
town, waves the size of buildings coming at us...” (I’m still not convinced
spending a year in Hawaii wouldn’t be
a dream job come true.)
“The Bounce g roup was very cool, mellow group...” she trails off, “the complete opposite of Dogtown.” She sees
my raised eyebrows and her explanation is quick: “It’s an amped-up skater
movie. It’s just a diff e rent energy”

And for that, Dee Dee is grateful.
Because, you see, just like background
actors, even Casting Directors can be

“The 1st AD was really great. He came
to all my open casting calls. Very much
a hands-on approach…” but I have to
stop her, ‘what about M. Night
Shyamalan?’ Dee Dee beams: “Night
was
handsome
and
charming.
Amazing. Really, everyone was tops. I
had a little closet of an office that I
s h a red with someone, but the people
really took me in.”
Ann Roth, Oscarwinning Costume
Designer for The
English Patient,
and The Village’s
Costumer “has
such a reputation as a diva,”
says Dee Dee.
“And, honestly,
she’s the scariest one I’ve
ever worked
with,”
she
o ffers with a
knowing
laugh and a
sigh of relief,
“and
we
had lots of
costumes
for
The
Vi l l a g e.”
“It takes
place at
the turn of
the century and people
w e re smaller back then,” Dee Dee
s h a res, “I had to take that into consideration. They built a village from the
g round up and I got to cast an entire village,” she explains with youthful excitement.

“It’s an excellent cast too, all part of the
same ‘village,’ and I had to think ‘now,
who would live with whom? Who would
be friends with Sigourney Weaver or
neighbors with…?’ So, I put on my boots
and tromped out into the country -Amish country -- to find the right look.”
Dee Dee was confident she had put
forth her best efforts to find the best
background actors for the film and was
ready to show her photos to production
and Shyamalan when the diva of costumes asked: “Did you show these to
Scott?” “I thought, ‘Scott? Scott who?,”
Dee Dee remembers thinking in a semipanic. It turns out that uber-producer
Scott Rudin takes a keen interest in the
background casting since he started
out in extras casting in New York. “I was
told he walked onto the set of Stepford
Wi v e s one day and sent all the extras
home because their look was wrong for
the shoot. So, of course I was terrified,
but everything went just fine,” she smiles.
One way she was sure to be on top of
things for this particular picture was to
stay in synch with her director. “ Night
storyboards his entire movie so I cast the
extras for each sketched shot. One
scene at a time,” she remembers. “I
cast every scene from the storyboard
and edited it on my new iMovie,” she
retells proudly, “Night even gave me
props on editing and fades… how cool
is that?”
“I love it when directors or producers
have a real respect for background,”
says Dee Dee. “Night would congratulate people and thank them for their
work. It just makes such a huge difference, gives background actors a huge
boost, and the whole experience.”
Extras for The Vil l a g e came from as far
away as New York, Baltimore and
Delaware for the Philadelphia-shot film.
“It was the biggest open casting call in
my history,” says Dee Dee. “I was driving
to the location for the open call and we
saw this huge line down the block
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around the corn e r, and I thought ‘there
must be a concert or something’ and
then it dawned on me, ‘my God these
people are here for me.’”
“I would take them in in groups of however many people the room would hold
and I do Background Acting 101. I tell
them about the registration cards, sizes,
phone numbers – with area codes -and I tell them a little about the movie
t h e y ’ re there for. And then I’ll take their
photo in natural light.”

“I love it when
directors or

producers have a

respect
”

real
for
background ...
“I try to be very specific with my casting
calls so everyone knows what types I’ll
need or that I’m seeking. But I never turn
anyone away,” Dee Dee explains,
“They took the time out of their day to
see me, so even if they’re not exactly
what I asked for… you never know if
t h e re might be something they’ll need
later, or something written in later.”

The
locationshot Village was
“a lot of work,”
Dee Dee recalls,
“but a lot of fun.”
“It gets on you
sometimes,
to
travel so much or
so often, but I really do love it.
Traveling with the
circus, everyone is
excited there is a
movie there,” she
says. “Nobody care s
about bumps and
allowances,
it’s
about making a
movie.
You
are
reminded why you do
this. It’s exciting and
fun.”
It’s evident that Dee
Dee really does love
location work, in fact it
seems as though she
thrives on it, with a
resume packed solid
with location gigs.
“Working out of town, I tend to get
immersed in that location. Directors like
to go on location too. It’s the faces they
see,” says Dee Dee. She remembers
working in LA, but on location in
Compton and Watts for Training Day.
“Antoine [the director, Antoine Fuqua]
would be walking with me on the street
and he’d see a face he’d like and say,

‘oh, him, get him, I want him!’ And
w e ’ re not talking about run-of-the-mill
people, ” she says chuckling. And this
might go without saying if you understand that Dee Dee was working in
Compton and Watts with technical
advisors named Sniper and Bone.
I ask her if she had much success with
this impromptu approach to extras casting on the streets of South Central, LA. “I
just think they couldn’t believe I would
go right up to them like that. Yeah, most
of them said ‘yes.’ You can see ‘em in
the movie,” she says.
On this point, Dee Dee waxes on for a
moment about a common misconception among background actors and
actors in general. “You don’t have to be
a supermodel, be you. All types are
needed. Be your type. That’s more interesting than pretending to be something
or someone else. On The Village I had
a huge palette to choose from. And
people with real-life skills. Don’t ever
u n d e restimate your everyday skills. We
can use them.”
She tells me an example of how she
went to a mill town to get real mill workers for The Village and how some of the
discovered talent ended up being
bumped up to principals because their
look and speak was so real.
“Do you like principal casting?” I ask.

8

“I do. I do. One thing I don’t like about it
a re the agents,” she explains without
mincing words. “My agent says I
‘shouldn’t do extra work.’ Why not?
Being on a set always increases your
chances for upgrades, speaking roles...
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you never know. Plus you keep your
chops up. You learn something. I don’t
think you’re pigeonholed at all,” Dee
Dee rationalizes.
“That’s like me saying, ‘no, no, I can’t
cast a print job because they’ll think
that’s all I can cast.’ That’s not how it is.
Experience is experience. Get it any
way you can,” she affirms.
How much principal work does Dee Dee
cast?
She offers an example. “T h ree Kings had
79 speaking parts; of those I cast 34 of
them. Almost half. Once the production
starts, principal casting directors are
long gone,” says Dee Dee.
I wonder what type of advice she could
o ffer up to the background community
- if Dee Dee could ever find time to
come up for air.
With the phone still ringing non-stop, the
first advice Dee Dee comes up with is to
speak SLOWLY and clearly when leaving
messages (especially your phone number) and get to the point alre a d y .
Actors should try to understand how
many calls CD’s field in a day. When
actors rattle off their numbers like inaudible sound bites, the CD may not always
listen twice to try to retrieve the inform ation you’ve left.
Dee Dee has another point about
phone numbers. She wants to remind
b a c k g round actors that Casting
Directors aren’t mind readers or fortune
tellers: “We can never assume where
you live, or the area code there, especially on location. Give us your are a
code,” she says, even if you THINK they
know you live in Hollywood and they
should know the area code there.
(NOTE: 411 currently offers seven working area codes for Los Angeles)

“Put your phone
numbers or your
headshots or pictures. Give us a way
to get in
touch with you.
Not
just
your
agents. You wouldnt believe how
many times I’ve
called agents to
ask about people
who have submitted headshots to
me and the agents
say, ‘oh, no my clients don’t do extra
work.’ Do these
actors know their
agents are refusing
work for them? Paying work? Work they
submitted for? It just doesn’t make
sense,” Dee Dee declare s .
Another piece of
Dee Dee advice:
“ L e a rn the union
you’re dying to
get into. If I call
people and tell
them
they’re
Station 12, and
they ask me what
that is or if they ask
me for SAG’s number!? Come on.
They don’t even
know what they
need to do to be
in the Union they
are trying so desperately to be a
part of? So many
people just want it
all handed to
them.”

“The film business can be so all-consuming that you forget to live life. People
get caught up in the supposed glamour
of it, but it’s about
being happy with
what you’re doing
and who you are in
the moment,” she
says.

“I treat everyone
with RESPECT and
how I want to be
treated. I don’t
mind the call, I really
don’t. I’m so
that

“I want to maintain
the integrity and
the art of the
movies I work on
and
surround
myself with creative
and artistic people.
But I don’t want to
look up one day
and say ‘oh, yeah I
did this movie, and
that
one,
and
worked with this
person
or that
director... but then
you let your life pass
you by,” Dee Dee
s h a res, “remember
you can love movies, and love what you
do, but it doesn’t mean much if you
don’t take time to love your life.”
.......................................................................

thankful

people want to

work for me...”

“If you are SAG,
don’t work Non-Union. Especially calling
and saying, ‘please book me NonUnion, there’s no work, I need
work,’ then they show up on
set and say they are union,
and we booked them, so they
expect a voucher,” Dee Dee
laments, “that’s just wrong.”
“I also have an uncanny memory for stupid things or grievances on set. I see all that. I love
it when everyone shows up on
set on time and makes me look
good, but you can also make
me look bad. What really gets
me are the people who try to
take advantage. I often am there
at check-in. And if you say, ‘Dee
Dee didn’t tell me to wear this or
that’ and I’m sitting right there,
well, I’m Dee Dee...” Busted.

Dee Dee Ricketts Casting

8205 Santa Monica Blvd., PMB# 1-299

West Hollywood, CA 90046
www.ddcasting.com

What is Dee Dee’s take on a life
spent in the film biz?
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